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It has been proposed that band-inverted electron-hole bilayers support a phase transition from
an insulating phase with spontaneously broken time-reversal symmetry to a quantum spin Hall in-
sulator phase as a function of increasing electron and hole densities. Here, we show that in the
presence of proximity-induced superconductivity it is possible to realize Majorana zero modes in
the time-reversal symmetry broken phase in the absence of magnetic field. We develop an effective
low-energy theory for the system in the presence of time-reversal symmetry breaking order param-
eter to obtain analytically the Majorana zero modes and we find a good agreement between the
numerical and analytical results in the limit of weakly broken time-reversal symmetry. We show
that the Majorana zero modes can be detected in superconductor/time-reversal symmetry broken
insulator/superconductor Josephson junctions through the measurement of a 4π Josephson current.
Finally, we demonstrate that the Majorana fusion-rule detection is feasible by utilizing the gate
voltage dependence of the spontaneous time-reversal symmetry breaking order parameter.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the hallmarks of topological insulators is the
spin-momentum locking of the surface states [1–8], which
in the presence of induced superconductivity facilitates
the realization of Majorana zero modes (MZMs) [9–11].
The special property of these quasiparticles, following
from their identical creation and annihilation operators,
is that they obey non-Abelian braiding statistics [12–14],
which could be utilized in topological quantum comput-
ing [15, 16]. In one of the theoretically most elegant
setups, the MZM appears at the interface between re-
gions where the helical edge modes of a quantum spin
Hall (QSH) insulator are gapped by the proximity effects
from a superconductor and a ferromagnetic insulator, re-
spectively [10–14]. From the theoretical perspective, the
topologically robust single-mode propagation in each di-
rection along the edge makes these systems ideal for the
observation of transport signatures of MZMs, such as the
zero-bias conductance peak due to resonant Andreev re-
flection [17, 18] and the 4π Josephson effect [10, 19, 20].

Experimentally, unambiguous observation of MZMs in
QSH insulators is still missing even though signatures
of edge mode superconductivity [21, 22], Andreev reflec-
tion [23] and 4π Josephson effect [24] have been observed
in these systems. One of the problems is that the cre-
ation of hybrid structures of QSH insulators and ferro-
magnetic insulators has been quite challenging despite of
the recent progress in manufacturing hybrid nanowire-
ferromagnetic insulator devices [25]. Moreover, although
the gap can be opened also by applying sufficiently large
external magnetic field instead of the utilization of the
ferromagnetic insulator, this has detrimental effects on
the quality of the superconductors, and therefore this
approach is expected to lead to similar difficulties which
have so far prevented the unambiguous observation of the

MZMs in the nanowire devices.

In this paper, we demonstrate that neither the fer-
romagnetic insulator nor the external magnetic field is
needed for the realization of the MZMs. Our approach
is based on the previous theoretical work, where it was
shown that band-inverted electron-hole bilayers support
an unconventional topological phase transition from triv-
ial to the QSH insulator phase via an intermediate in-
sulating phase with spontaneously broken time-reversal
symmetry (TRS), arising from the excitonic correla-
tions between the electrons and holes [26]. This ex-
otic TRS broken phase is one of the most prominent
candidates for the correlated phases appearing in band-
inverted semiconductors due to Coulomb interactions
[26–33], and it is consistent with the accumulating exper-
imental evidence of excitonic phenomenology reported in
InAs/GaSb quantum wells [34–38] as well as in WTe2

[39, 40]. Moreover, the properties of the TRS broken
phase provide a comprehensive explanation [41] of the
temperature, voltage and length dependencies of the ob-
served conductance in InAs/GaSb bilayers [7, 42–44].

We show that MZM appears at the interface between
the regions where the helical edge modes are gapped
by the TRS breaking order parameter and proximity-
induced superconductivity, respectively. Because the
TRS is intrinsically broken in this system the MZMs
can be realized in the absence of magnetic field and fer-
romagnetic insulators. We study the Josephson effect
in superconductor/time-reversal symmetry broken insu-
lator/superconductor junctions, and conclude, by check-
ing that all the necessary conditions are satisfied [24, 45],
that the MZMs in this system can be detected through
the measurement of the 4π Josephson effect. We compare
various device geometries and vary the tunable parame-
ters of the system to find the optimal conditions for the
observation of the 4π Josephson effect. Finally, building
on the previous proposals for the manipulation of MZMs
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[46–49], we demonstrate that the Majorana fusion-rule
detection is also feasible in this system by utilizing the
gate voltage dependence of the spontaneous time-reversal
symmetry breaking order parameter.

II. PHASE DIAGRAM FOR ZERO-FIELD
TOPOLOGICAL SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

Our starting point is the minimal model for band-
inverted electron-hole bilayers [5, 26, 41, 50]

H0 =
(
EG−

~2k2

2m

)
τzσ0 +Akxτxσz −Akyτyσ0 + ∆zτyσy,

(1)
where τ ’s and σ’s denote the Pauli matrices in the
electron-hole and spin basis, the band-inversion parame-
ter EG is defined so that for EG > 0 (EG < 0) the elec-
tron and hole bands are (not) inverted at the Γ point,
A describes the tunneling between layers, m is the effec-
tive mass, and ∆z is a spin-orbit coupling term arising
due to bulk inversion asymmetry. We have ignored the
asymmetry of the masses and the momentum-dependent
spin-orbit coupling terms, because they are not essential
for understanding the phase diagram of the InAs/GaSb
bilayers [26, 41]. The main effect of Coulomb interactions
is the binding of the electrons and holes into excitons
with the characteristic size d0 and binding energy E0 de-
termined by the relation E0 = ~2/(md2

0) = e2/(4πεε0d0).
This leads to an excitonic mean field [26, 41]

HEC = <[∆1]τyσy + <[∆2]
[
kxτxσz − kyτyσ0

]
+=[∆1]τxσy −=[∆2]

[
kxτyσz + kyτxσ0

]
, (2)

where the gap equations for the s-wave and p-wave exci-
tonic correlations ∆1 and ∆2 are [41]

∆1 =
gsd

2
0

(2π)2

∫
d2k

[
〈c†k↓2ck↑1〉 − 〈c

†
k↑2ck↓1〉

]
∆2 =

gpd
4
0

(2π)2

∫
d2k

[
− 〈c†k↑2ck↑1〉(kx − iky)

+〈c†k↓2ck↓1〉(kx + iky)
]
. (3)

Here gs (gp) is the effective interaction strength for s-
wave (p-wave) pairing and c1σk (c2σk) is the electron
annihilation operator with spin σ and momentum k in
electron (hole) layer. In our calculations the integration
is performed over the range |k| ≤ 2.26/d0, but the exact
values of the integration limits are not important.

The values of the model parameters for InAs/GaSb
can be estimated by combining theoretical calculations
[5, 26, 27, 50] and the experimentally observed energy
gaps [7, 34]. This way, we arrive to parameter values
[41]: E0/kB = 200 K, d0 = 10 nm, A/(E0d0) = 0.06,
∆z/E0 = 0.02, gs/E0 = 1.0 and gp/E0 = 0.2. The
gate-voltage dependent parameter EG is varied in our
calculations to tune the system from trivial insulator to
QSH insulator phase. For small (large) values of EG

the system is in a trivial (QSH) insulator phase, and
these two phases are separated from each other by an
insulating phase with spontaneously broken TRS, where
=[∆1],=[∆2] 6= 0 [26, 41]. The bulk gap ∆bulk remains
open for all values of EG, because the intermediate TRS
broken phase enables the connection of the topologically
distinct phases without bulk gap closing. The edge gap
∆edge decreases monotonously when one starts from the
trivial phase and tunes the system across the TRS broken
phase to the QSH phase, where the gapless edge excita-
tions are protected by the topology [26, 41].

Here, we consider the properties of the system in
the presence of proximity-induced superconductivity
in certain regions of the sample. The Bogoliubov-
de Gennes Hamiltonian in the Nambu basis Ψ =
(ck↑, ck↓, c

†
−k↓,−c

†
−k↑) can be written compactly as

HBdG(k,x) =

(
H(k,x) ∆s(x)
∆∗s(x) −σyHT (−k,x)σy

)
, (4)

where H(k,x) = H0(k,x) + HEC(k,x). The induced
superconductivity has two effects in the regions prox-
imitized by the superconductor. First, it leads to in-
duced superconducting gap |∆s(x)| = ∆0 6= 0 in the
regions of x covered by the superconductor. Secondly, it
affects the parameters of the normal state Hamiltonian
H(k,x). We assume that the superconductor completely
screens the Coulomb interactions and renormalizes the
band-inversion parameter, so that HEC(k,x) = 0 and
EG(x) = ESG in the regions of x covered by supercon-
ductors. In the normal regions the spatially-dependent
parameters have values |∆s(x)| = 0, EG(x) = ENG and
HEC(k,x) is determined by Eqs. (2) and (3).

We start by investigating the edge excitations in the
presence of induced superconductivity and time-reversal
symmetry breaking order parameter. For this purpose
we utilize a low-energy theory (valid at energies much
smaller than the bulk gap |E| � ∆bulk)

He =

Aeff(x)kx −i∆ex(x) ∆s(x) 0
i∆ex(x) −Aeff(x)kx 0 ∆s(x)
∆∗s(x) 0 −Aeff(x)kx −i∆ex(x)

0 ∆∗s(x) i∆ex(x) Aeff(x)kx

 ,

(5)
where Aeff(x) is the velocity of the helical edge states,
∆ex(x) is the time-reversal symmetry breaking order
parameter in the normal regions of x, and ∆s(x) =
∆0(x)eiϕ(x) is the induced superconducting pairing po-
tential in the regions of x covered by the superconductors.
If the TRS broken insulator (superconductor) covers the
region x < 0 (x > 0) there is a MZM localized at x = 0
(see Fig. 1). Namely, there exist a zero-energy solution
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γ=γ†.
2Δ0

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of MZM γ = γ† localized at
the interface between regions, where the helical edge modes
are gapped by the TRS breaking order parameter ∆ex and
proximity-induced superconducting pairing amplitude ∆0.

of the Hamiltonian (5) of the form (see Appendix A)

ψ(x) =



1
N


−e−iπ/4eiϕ/2
e−iπ/4eiϕ/2

eiπ/4e−iϕ/2

eiπ/4e−iϕ/2

 e∆exx/A
N
eff , x < 0

1
N


−e−iπ/4eiϕ/2
e−iπ/4eiϕ/2

eiπ/4e−iϕ/2

eiπ/4e−iϕ/2

 e−∆0x/A
S
eff , x > 0

(6)

where we can approximate ANeff = A + |∆2|, ASeff = A

and ∆ex =
√
=[∆1]2 + =[∆2]2. The corresponding field

operator γ in the second quantized form obeys γ = γ†,
and by choosing the normalization constant N properly
we obtain γ2 = 1. Therefore, this solution satisfies the
algebra of the MZMs.

We can also study the appearance of the MZM beyond
the limits of validity of the effective edge theory using the
full two-dimensional Hamiltonian (4). For this purpose
we consider a sample with region −Ly/2 ≤ y ≤ 0 in
the normal state and region 0 ≤ y ≤ Ly/2 covered by
a superconductor [see Fig. 2(a)]. Such kind of system
supports a Z2 topological invariant [19]

ν = sgn[PfM(0)PfM(π)], M(kx) = τyσyHBdG(kx),
(7)

where the Pfaffians of the antisymmetric matrices
M(kx = 0, π) are real. The topologically nontrivial (triv-
ial) gapped phases with ν = −1 (ν = 1) have odd (even)
ground state parity and they do (do not) support un-
paired MZMs at the end of the system, which for the ge-
ometry shown in Fig. 2(a) corresponds to the interface of
the normal and superconducting regions along the edge.
Additionally, the system can also support gapless phases.

We have numerically calculated the topological invari-
ant ν as a function of ESG and ENG using the algorithm
developed in Ref. 51 [see Fig. 2(b)]. For small values
of ENG the normal region is in a trivial insulator phase
and the hybrid system is also in a topologically trivial
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FIG. 2. (a) Topological phase diagram can be determined
by computing the Z2 invariant ν, Eq. (7), for a wide sample
Ly � d0 with upper half covered by the superconductor and
lower half in the normal state. (b) Topological phase diagram
as a function of ESG and ENG . In the dark blue trivial phase
ν = 1 and the hybrid system does not support MZMs. In the
green topologically nontrivial phase ν = −1 and the system
supports MZMs at the interface of the TRS broken insulator
and superconducting regions. The dashed lines indicate the
values of ENG , where the normal half of the system has transi-
tions from the TRS broken insulator phase to trivial insulator
and QSH insulator phases. Here we have used Ly = 100d0
and ∆0 = 0.1E0.

phase ν = 1. Upon increasing ENG the normal region en-
ters the TRS broken phase [dashed vertical line around
ENG = 0.48E0 in Fig. 2(b)] but at this transition the hy-
brid system still remains trivial with ν = 1. Only by fur-
ther increasing ENG we find a separate phase transition of
the hybrid system to a topologically nontrivial phase with
ν = −1, and this transition can be controlled with both
ENG and ESG [see Fig. 2(b)]. If we increase ENG further the
normal region finally enters into the QSH phase so that
the hybrid system becomes gapless and the MZMs leak
and delocalize into the QSH insulator region along the
edge [see Fig. 2(b)]. We have checked with comprehen-
sive numerical calculations that within the topologically
nontrivial phase with ν = −1 the system always sup-
ports MZMs at the interfaces of the TRS broken insulator
and superconductor regions. These results are consistent
with our effective edge theory, which is expected to the
be valid on the QSH side of the TRS broken phase where
the edge gap is smaller than the bulk gap, but the numer-
ical approach allows us to establish the phase transition
line also on the trivial side of the TRS broken phase.
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III. 4π JOSEPHSON EFFECT
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FIG. 3. Superconductor/TRS broken insulator/ superconduc-
tor Josephson junction for detection of the MZMs via the 4π
Josephson effect. The system supports two MZMs γ1 and γ2
(γ3 and γ4) on the bottom (top) edge with the corresponding
low-energy local density of states indicated with the colors.
The hybridization of the MZMs across a TRS broken regime
of length LN gives rise to a 4π-periodic component in the
Josephson current-phase characteristic I(φ). The width is as-
sumed to be large W � d0 so that the parities P12 = iγ1γ2
and P34 = iγ3γ4 within each edge are conserved.

We now proceed to the consideration of the experimen-
tal signatures of the MZMs in superconductor/TRS bro-
ken insulator/superconductor Josephson junctions. We
first consider the simplest geometry, where two large su-
perconducting leads are connected by a wide W � d0

normal region of length LN as shown in Fig. 3. Such a
Josephson junction has a qualitatively different spectrum
(see Fig. 4) depending on whether the hybrid system is
in a ν = 1, ν = −1 or QSH part of the phase diagram
shown in Fig. 2. In the trivial phase ν = 1 there ex-
ists only gapped Andreev bound states [Fig. 4(a)], and
therefore the application of a phase bias across the super-
conductors ∆s(x) = ∆0

(
eiφ/2θ(x − Ln) + e−iφ/2θ(−x)

)
leads to a conventional 2π periodic Josephson effect. In
the topologically nontrivial ν = −1 state, the system
supports four MZMs γi (i = 1, ..., 4) at the interfaces of
the TRS broken insulator and superconducting regions
[see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4(b)]. Because W � d0 the coupling
between the Majoranas across the width of the sample
can be neglected so that the parities P12 = iγ1γ2 and
P34 = iγ3γ4 within each edge are good quantum num-
bers, and the application of the phase bias φ leads to
a Josephson current, which in addition to the conven-
tional 2π-periodic component also has parity-dependent
4π-periodic component [10, 19, 20]

I(φ) = I2π sin(φ) + I4π
P12 + P34

2
sin(φ/2) + h.h., (8)

where h.h. denotes the higher harmonics. The magni-

Δgap

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 4. Spectrum of the Josephson junction (Fig. 3) as a
function of the phase bias φ when the hybrid system is in
(a) ν = 1 (ENG = 0.3E0), (b) ν = −1 (ENG = 0.86E0) and
(c) QSH (ENG = 1.1E0) part of the phase diagram in Fig. 2.
(a) All the Andreev bound states are gapped. (b) The hy-
bridization of MZMs across the TRS-broken regime leads to
φ dependence of their energies (red lines corresponding to each
edge). There exists an energy gap ∆gap between the MZMs
and other Andreev levels. (c) In the QSH regime ∆gap = 0. In
all figures the other parameters are ESG = 1.3E0, ∆0 = 0.1E0,
LN = 10d0, W = 150d0 and LS = 15d0.

tude of the 4π Josephson effect

I4π =
e

~
2

4π

∫ 4π

0

dφ
∑
M

dEM (φ)

dφ
sin(φ/2) (9)

is determined by the quasiparticle energies EM (φ), orig-
inating from the hybrization of MZMs γ1 and γ2 (γ3 and
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γ4) at bottom (top) edge, which cross E = 0 at φ = π
[doubly degenerate red lines in Fig. 4(b)]. In the asymp-
totic limit LN � ANeff/∆ex (see Appendices A and B)

I4π = 2
e

~
∆0∆ex

∆0 + ∆ex
e−∆exLN/A

N
eff . (10)

On the other hand,

I2π =
e

~
2

2π

∫ 2π

0

dφ
∑
k

dEk(φ)

dφ
sinφ (11)

includes contributions from all other Andreev levels k
with Ek < 0 except the MZMs. The methods for calcu-
lating I(φ), including hybrid Kernel polynomial method
[52], exact diagonalization and the low-energy effective
edge theory, are discussed in Appendix B. In all our calcu-
lations the current is expressed in units of I0 = eE0/~ ≈
4 µA. We concentrate only on the I2π and I4π, which
can be experimentally measured independently from the
other harmonics in the Josephson radiation spectrum
[24, 45]. In this type of experiments, the applied voltage
V across the Josephson junction leads to ac Josephson
effect φ(t) = 2eV t/~, so that I4π (I2π) results in Joseph-
son radiation at frequency f4π = eV/h (f2π = 2eV/h). In
addition to I4π and I2π also the energy gap ∆gap between
the MZMs and other Andreev levels is important for the
robustness of the 4π Josephson effect. In the presence of
TRS breaking order parameter ∆gap 6= 0, whereas in the
QSH regime ∆gap = 0 [cf. Fig. 4(b),(c)].

Several conditions need to be satisfied so that the
4π Josephson effect can be robustly detected. (i) It
is important that the frequencies are much larger than
the quasiparticle poisoning rate and the hybridization
of the MZMs localized at the different edges f4π �
1/Tpois,∆hyb/h. These do not pose fundamental prob-
lems, because the hybridization ∆hyb can be made arbi-
trarily small by increasing the width of the sample W and
the quasiparticle poisoning time Tpois can be as large as
seconds in the state-of-the-art superconducting devices
in the absence of magnetic field [53–55]. Nevertheless,
in practice the experiment is expected to be less chal-
lenging if the Josephson radiation frequencies are rea-
sonably large. Indeed, based on the earlier experiments
[24, 45], we expect that the ideal operation regime for
probing the 4π Josephson effect is achieved by tuning the
Josephson frequencies to the gigahertz frequency range
with the applied voltage V . (ii) The energy gap ∆gap

between the MZMs and the other Andreev bound states
should be sufficiently large to avoid Landau-Zener tun-
neling ~dφ/dt = hf2π � ∆gap and thermal excitations
kBT � ∆gap. Violation of these conditions gives rise to
2π-periodic occupation of the Andreev levels which sup-
presses the 4π Josephson effect, and the remaining signa-
tures of 4π Josephson effect depend on the details of the
relaxation processes [20, 24, 56]. Thus, in the most robust
operation conditions ∆gap/h > 10 GHz. (iii) Finally, I4π
should be sufficiently large to overcome the detector sen-
sitivity. Based on the earlier experiment [24, 45], we

(b)
>10 GHz

>10 GHz

>10 GHz

>10 GHz

>30 nA

>30 nA

>30 nA

>30 nA

(a)

(c) (d)

FIG. 5. Energy gap ∆gap/E0 between the MZMs and the
other Andreev levels as a function of ENG and ESG for (a)
∆0 = 0.03E0 and LN = 5d0, (b) ∆0 = 0.1E0 and LN =
5d0, (c) ∆0 = 0.03E0 and LN = 10d0, and (d) ∆0 = 0.1E0

and LN = 10d0. In all figures LS = 15d0 and W = 150d0.
The optimal parameter regimes for the observation of the 4π
Josephson effect is the region between black and green lines.
The upper bound of ENG (black line) is determined by the
condition that ∆gap is sufficiently large, whereas the lower
bounds of ENG and ESG (green line) are determined by the
condition that I4π (shown in Fig. 6) is sufficiently large.

estimate that I4π > 30 nA would allow robust detection
of the 4π Josephson effect. Although I4π and I2π give
separate peaks in the ideal detection, in practice very
large I2π can cause problems due to the broadening of
the peaks in the case of imperfect detection of the radi-
ation spectrum.

As discussed in the previous Section, the low-energy
physics is quite well captured by the effective edge the-
ory. Therefore, I4π and ∆gap can be accurately calculated
analytically using Eq. (10) and the approach discussed in
Appendix A in a large part of the parameter space ENG ,
ESG, ∆0 and LN (see Appendix B). On the other hand,
we find that there exists a large number of Andreev levels
which contribute to the I2π because they have a signif-
icant dispersion as a function of φ (see Fig. 4). There-
fore, we utilize the hybrid kernel polynomial method [52]
implemented within Kwant software package [57] for cal-
culation of the I2π (see Appendix B). Our results for
∆gap, I4π and I2π for various different model parame-
ters are shown in Figs. 5, 6 and 7, respectively. We find
that there exists a large region in parameter space where
the conditions (ii) and (iii) for the robust detection 4π
Josephson effect are satisfied (see the optimal parameter
regimes indicated in Figs. 5 and 6). However, we also
notice that I2π is typically an order of magnitude larger
than I4π (c.f. Figs. 6 and 7). This is not a problem in the
case of an ideal detection because the 4π and 2π Joseph-
son effects give rise to peaks at separate frequencies in
the Josephson radiation spectrum. However, the large
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(b)

>10 GHz

>10 GHz

>10 GHz

>30 nA

>30 nA

>30 nA

>10 GHz
>30 nA

(a)

(c) (d)

FIG. 6. (a)-(d) Magnitude of the 4π Josephson effect
I4π/I0 for the same set of model parameters as described in
Figs. 5(a)-(d), respectively. The requirement that I4π is suf-
ficiently large determines the lower bounds of ENG and ESG in
the optimal parameter regimes shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 7. (a)-(d) Magnitude of the 2π Josephson effect
I2π/I0 for the same set of model parameters as described in
Figs. 5(a)-(d), respectively. I2π is typically an order of mag-
nitude larger than I4π shown in Figs. 6.

peak caused by I2π may overshadow the peak caused by
the I4π due to the broadening of the peaks in the case of
imperfect detection of the radiation spectrum. We point
out that if this becomes a problem it is possible to sig-
nificantly reduce I2π by changing the device geometry so
that the superconducting leads are coupled only to one
of the edges of the sample. Moreover, I2π can be reduced
also by decreasing the width of the sample W while still
keeping it large enough so that coupling between MZMs
located at the top and bottom edges remains sufficiently
small (see Appendix B).

IV. FUSION-RULE DETECTION

TRS-broken insulator

SC SC
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LCD

FIG. 8. Setup for detection of fusion rules. The couplings
between MZMs can be controlled with the tunable Joseph-
son energies EJ1, EJ2, and the gate-tunable energy gap ∆ex

appearing due to the spontaneous TRS breaking.

The fusion rules are a fundamental property of non-
Abelian anyons describing how they coalesce. Equiv-
alently with the nontrivial braiding statistics, also the
nontrivial fusion rules require the existence of the topo-
logical ground state degeneracy, and they can be used to
define the non-Abelian anyons, but they are much simpler
to detect [49]. Namely, the previously considered setups
can be easily generalized for the fusion-rule detection and
validation of the topological qubit by introducing tunable
Josephson energies EJ1 and EJ2 of two superconducting
islands coupled to a superconducting ground (see Fig. 8),
in analogy to the proposal suggested in Ref. [49] for the
fusion-rule detection in nanowires. The superconduct-
ing islands contain a macroscopic number of electrons
but they are sufficiently small so that the charging en-
ergies of the islands, EC1 and EC2, exceed temperature.
The setup shown in Fig. 8 contains four MZMs, which
we denote as γi (i = A,B,C,D), and they are spa-
tially separated by distances LAB , LBC and LCD, re-

spectively. The MZMs satisfy the algebra γi = γ†i and
{γi, γj} = 2δij , and they can be used to define a topo-
logical qubit. Assuming that the total parity is fixed (all
operations need to performed faster than the quasiparti-
cle poisoning time), the MZMs admit two ground states.
For even total parity, we can write these two logical states
of the topological qubit as

|0AB , 0CD〉, |1AB , 1CD〉, (12)

where NAB , NCD ∈ {0, 1} refer to occupation numbers

of ordinary fermions f†AB = (γA + iγB)/2 and f†CD =
(γC + iγD)/2. The measurement of the state in this basis
can be performed by coupling (fusing) the MZMs γA and
γB (or γC and γD) and then utilizing microwaves, charge
sensor or charge pumping for read out of the fermion
occupation number as described in detail in Refs. [47, 49].
The fusion rule of MZMs is

σ × σ = I + ψ, (13)
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which states that two MZMs can coalesce into identity I
(occupation number of the fermion corresponding to the
pair of MZMs is 0) or a fermion ψ (occupation number
is 1). The simplest manifestation of this fusion rule in
our setup is to initialize the system into a state with

well-defined occupation numbers of the fermions f†AD =

(γA+iγD)/2 and f†BC = (γB+iγC)/2, and to measure the
occupation number NAB (or NCD). The probabilities for
measuring occupation numbers 0 and 1 are then equal,
because (see Appendix C)

|0AD0BC〉 =
1√
2

(
|0AB0CD〉+ |1AB1CD〉

)
,

|1AD1BC〉 =
i√
2

(
|1AB1CD〉 − |0AB0CD〉

)
. (14)

However, some care is required to make sure that the

outcome of the measurement can be interpreted as evi-
dence of the Majorana fusion rules. We will describe the
necessary protocol for the fusion-rule detection [49] and
identify the optimal operation regime below. We point
out that the detection of the braiding statistics and more
complicated manipulations of the MZMs are also possible
using our platform, but these operations would require
a branched geometry [18, 46–49], which is much more
challenging to realize experimentally. Thus, we do not
consider these possibilities in this work.

The fusion-rule detection protocol outlined in Ref. [49]
requires that the couplings between the MZMs can be
varied as a function of time. In the limit EJk � ECk
(k = 1, 2), LAB , LCD � ASeff/∆0 and LBC � ANeff/∆ex,
the low-energy Hamiltonian for the MZMs is [18, 46–49]

Heff = −iUABγAγB − iUBCγBγC − iUCDγCγD, (15)

where (see Appendix A)

UAB(CD) =


16

(2π2)1/4
EC1(2)

(
EJ1(2)

EC1(2)

)3/4

e−
√

8EJ1(2)/EC1(2) cos(πqk/e), charging − energy dominant

∆0∆ex

∆0+∆ex
e−∆0LAB(CD)/A

S
eff , Majorana− overlap dominant

(16)

and

UBC =
∆0∆ex

∆0 + ∆ex
e−∆exLBC/A

N
eff cos(φ/2). (17)

Here the offset charge qk can be controlled with the help
of a voltage applied to a nearby gate electrode, and we
have assumed that Uij < ∆gap, so that the excitations
above the energy gap ∆gap can be neglected. In the
fusion-rule detection protocol [49], it is important that
each coupling Uij (ij = AB,BC,CD) can be turned on
Uij = Umax and off Uij = Umin, so that Umin � Umax. In
the case UAB(CD) we assume that LAB(CD) is sufficiently
large so that we are always in the charging-energy dom-
inant regime (see conditions below). Thus, these cou-
plings are controlled with EJ1(2). Importantly, UAB(CD)

depends exponentially on EJ1(2), so that a moderate tun-
ing of the Josephson couplings leads to Umin � Umax.
We point out that it is only important to be in the
regime EJ1(2) � EC1(2) when the couplings are turned
off Uij = Umin. When the couplings are turned on
Uij = Umax the charging energy can even be larger than
the Josephson coupling as long as Umax < ∆gap is sat-
isfied. If EJ1(2) � EC1(2) one obtains Umax = EC1(2)/2
[47, 49]. Similarly, one also needs to tune UBC during the
fusion protocol. Because of the exponential dependence
on ∆ex, the best way to turn UBC on and off is to control
∆ex with the gate voltages. Also in this case it is impor-
tant to be in the asymptotic limit (∆ex � ANeff/LBC)
when the coupling is turned off UBC = Umin, and it is
only important that Umax < ∆gap is satisfied when the
coupling is turned on. In the description of the fusion

rule detection protocol we set Umin → 0. In practice it
means that the time scale operations Top must satisfy
Top � ~/Umin. All the operations should be performed
adiabatically with respect to the gap Top � ~/∆gap and
the turned-on coupling Top � ~/Umax.

The fusion-rule detection protocol, which is based on
the proposal in Ref. [49], is shown in Fig. 9. It consists
of a two different sequences of operations called fusion
experiment and control experiment. In the basis of log-
ical states of the topological qubit (12) the low-energy
Hamiltonian (15) can be written as

Heff = −(UAB + UCD)σz − UBCσx, (18)

so that the eigenenergies and eigenstates of the Hamilto-
nian (18) are (we assume UBC > 0 for simplicity)

E± = ±
√

(UAB + UCD)2 + U2
BC , (19)

ψ± =
1√
2

(√
1∓ UAB + UCD

|E±|
,∓
√

1± UAB + UCD
|E±|

)T
.

(20)
In both sequences the system is first initialized to a
unique ground state of the system |ψGS〉, which is deter-
mined by the relative magnitudes of the turned-on cou-
plings UAB , UBC and UCD, but the exact ground state
is not important in the following. The fusion and con-
trol sequences applied to the ground state |ψGS〉 look
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A B C D

A B C D A B C D

Fusion 
experiment

Control 
experiment

A B C D A B C D

A B C D A B C D

FIG. 9. Protocol for detection of fusion rules. The solid
(dashed) lines indicate couplings Uij between the MZMs γi
and γj , which are turned on (off). In the final state the oc-
cupation numbers [NAB , NCD] are measured. In the fusion
experiment the sequence of the operations lead to measure-
ments of occupation numbers [0AB , 0CD] and [1AB , 1CD] with
equal probabilities, reflecting the fusion of MZMs into I and
ψ channels. In the control experiment the sequence of opera-
tions always leads to fusion of MZMs into I channel so that
the measured occupation numbers are always [0AB , 0CD].

very similar but they should lead to very different mea-
surement outcomes of the occupation numbers NAB and
NCD in the last step of the experiments, allowing to ob-
tain strong evidence of the Majorana fusion rules.

In the fusion experiment one first turns off the cou-
plings UAB and UCD, so that |ψGS〉 evolves to a state
|ψF 〉 = 1√

2
(|0AB , 0CD〉 + |1AB , 1CD〉). This corresponds

to the initialization of the system into a state with well-

defined occupation numbers of the fermions f†AD and f†BC
as discussed above [see Eq. (14)]. After this one can turn
off the coupling UBC without changing the state of the
system and finally measure the occupation numbers NAB
and NCD. Thus, in the fusion experiment the occupation
numbers [0AB , 0CD] and [1AB , 1CD] are measured with
equal probabilities, reflecting the fusion of MZMs into I
and ψ channels [see Eq. (13)].

In the control experiment one first turns off the cou-
pling UBC . This initializes the system into a state with

well-defined occupation numbers of the fermions f†AB
and f†CD, e.g. assuming that UAB , UCD > 0 we obtain
|ψC〉 = |0AB , 0CD〉. After this one can turn off the cou-
pling UAB and UCD without changing the state of the
system and finally measure the occupation numbers NAB
and NCD. Thus, in the control experiment the occupa-
tion numbers [0AB , 0CD] are always measured, reflecting
the fusion of MZMs into I channel.

The requirements for the fusion-rule detection men-
tioned above can be satisfied by choosing the charg-
ing energy to be EC1(2) ∼ 0.1 meV and tuning the
Josephson energies in the range EJ1(2) ∈ [0, 50EC1(2)]

so that Umax ∼ 0.5Ec to Umin ∼ 10−7Ec. Taking

A
S(N)
eff ∼ 0.1E0d0 and ∆ex ∼ ∆0 ∼ 0.03E0, we find that

the Majorana overlap across the superconducting island
1 (2) can be safely neglected if LAB(CD) & 1 µm. Accord-
ing to our calculations the gap ∆ex opened due to TRS
symmetry breaking can be tuned with gate voltages to be
between [0.005E0, 0.03E0]. Thus, by choosing LBC ∼ 0.5
µm, we find Umax ∼ 10−3E0 and Umin ∼ 10−8E0. With
these values of the parameters also Umax < ∆gap, so that
we can neglect the bulk excitations in our low-energy the-
ory. At the same time kBT � ∆gap and kBT � Umax, so
that also the thermal excitations can be neglected. The
operation time should satisfy Top � ~/∆gap ∼ 10 ps and
100 ps ∼ ~/Umax � Top � ~/Umin ∼ 10 µs. These re-
quirements can be satisfied in gate- and flux-controlled
tuning of EJ1(2) [47, 49], as well as in gate-controlled tun-
ing of ∆ex. The operations should be performed much
faster than the quasiparticle poisoning time, but since
the external magnetic field is not required this does not
pose additional constraints on the operation unless the
poisoning time is significantly shorter than the observed
and predicted Tpois in the state-of-the-art devices [53–55].

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the combination of the proximity-
induced superconductivity and the spontaneous TRS
breaking allows the possibility to realize MZMs in band-
inverted electron-hole bilayers in the absence of mag-
netic field. We have studied the signatures of MZMs in
superconductor/time-reversal symmetry broken insula-
tor/superconductor Josephson junctions numerically us-
ing the full lattice model and analytically using the low-
energy effective edge theory. We have shown that all the
requirements for the observation of the 4π Josephson ef-
fect can be satisfied in this system. By modifying the
setup so that the charging energy of the superconduct-
ing islands exceeds the temperature, it is possible detect
the Majorana fusion rules by utilizing tunable Josephson
junctions and the gate-tunable energy gap opened by the
the spontaneous time-reversal symmetry breaking order
parameter. Our estimates of the relevant energy scales
indicate that all the requirements for robust Majorana
fusion-rule detection can be satisfied in this system.
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Appendix A: Analytical solutions of effective
low-energy theory for edge excitations

In this section, we derive analytical solutions of the ef-
fective low-energy edge Hamiltonian He, Eq. (5), where
Aeff(x) is the velocity of the helical edge states, and
∆s(x) [∆ex(x)] determines the energy gap opened by the
proximity induced superconductivity [time-reversal sym-
metry breaking order parameter] in the superconducting
[normal] region of x.

1. Solution of He in the normal region

In the normal regions, ∆ex > 0 and |∆s(x)| = 0. The
propagating solutions for |E| > ∆ex are

ψ(x) = b1

 1
iδ
0
0

 eikNx + b2

−iδ1
0
0

 e−ikNx

+b3

 0
0
1
iδ

 e−ikNx + b4

 0
0
−iδ
1

 eikNx, (A1)

where δ = ∆ex√
E2−∆2

ex+E
and kN =

√
E2−∆2

ex

AN
eff

, and the

evanescent solutions for |E| < ∆ex are

ψ(x) = p1

e
iθ1

1
0
0

 e−κNx + p2

−e
−iθ1

1
0
0

 eκNx

+p3

 0
0
eiθ1

1

 eκNx + p4

 0
0

−e−iθ1
1

 e−κNx, (A2)

where eiθ1 =

√
∆2

ex−E2−iE
∆ex

and κN =

√
∆2

ex−E2

AN
eff

.

2. Solution of He in the superconducting region

In the superconducting region, ∆ex = 0 and ∆s(x) =
∆0e

iϕ. In our analytical calculations, we only need the
decaying solutions for |E| < ∆0. The solutions decaying
in x→ −∞ and x→∞ have the form

ψ(x) = a1

e
iϕe−iγ

0
1
0

 eκSx + a2

 0
eiϕeiγ

0
1

 eκSx, (A3)

ψ(x) = c1

e
iϕeiγ

0
1
0

 e−κSx+ c2

 0
eiϕe−iγ

0
1

 e−κSx, (A4)

where eiγ =
E+i
√

∆2
0−E2

∆0
and κS =

√
∆2

0−E2

AS
eff

.

3. Majorana zero mode at the interface of TRS
broken and superconducting regions

By combining the solutions (A2) and (A4) with proper
boundary conditions, it is easy to see that if the TRS
broken insulator (superconductor) covers the region x <
0 (x > 0) there is a MZM localized at x = 0. Namely,
there exist a zero-energy solution of the Hamiltonian (5)
of the form

ψ(x) =



1
N


−e−iπ/4eiϕ/2
e−iπ/4eiϕ/2

eiπ/4e−iϕ/2

eiπ/4e−iϕ/2

 eκNx, x < 0

1
N


−e−iπ/4eiϕ/2
e−iπ/4eiϕ/2

eiπ/4e−iϕ/2

eiπ/4e−iϕ/2

 e−κSx, x > 0

(A5)

The corresponding field operator γ in the second quan-
tized form obeys γ = γ†, and by choosing the normaliza-
tion constant N properly we obtain γ2 = 1. Therefore,
this solution satisfies the algebra of the MZMs.

4. Energy spectrum of subgap states and
hybridization of MZMs across the TRS broken

insulator in a Josephson junction

In a Josephson junction the spatial profiles of ∆ex(x)
and ∆s(x) are

∆ex(x) =

{
∆ex 0 ≤ x ≤ L
0 elsewhere

(A6)

and

∆s(x) =

 ∆0e
−iφ/2 x < 0

0 0 ≤ x ≤ L
∆0e

iφ/2 x > L
. (A7)

In the case |E| > ∆ex, the solutions are of the form
(A3) for x < 0, (A1) for 0 ≤ x ≤ L, and (A4) for x > L.
Thus, the continuity of the wave function at x = 0 and
x = L leads to constraints

a1e
−iφ/2e−iγ

a2e
−iφ/2eiγ

a1

a2

 =

b1 − iδb2iδb1 + b2
b3 − iδb4
iδb3 + b4

 , (A8)

and
b1e

ikNL − iδb2e−ikNL
iδb1e

ikNL + b2e
−ikNL

b3e
−ikNL − iδb4eikNL

iδb3e
−ikNL + b4e

ikNL

 =


c1e

iφ/2eiγe−κSL

c2e
iφ/2e−iγe−κSL

c1e
−κSL

c2e
−κSL

 .

(A9)
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These equations can be written in matrix form as
M(a1, a2, b1, b2, b3, b4, c1, c2)T = 0, which has non-trivial
solutions only if det(M) = 0, so that this condition deter-
mines the allowed energies as a function of the parameters
of the model E(ANeff ,∆ex,∆0, L, φ).

In the case |E| < ∆ex, the solutions are of the form
(A3) for x < 0, (A2) for 0 ≤ x ≤ L, and (A4) for x > L.
Thus, the continuity of the wave function at x = 0 and
x = L leads to constraints

a1e
−iφ/2e−iγ

a2e
−iφ/2eiγ

a1

a2

 =


p1e

iθ1 − p2e
−iθ1

p1 + p2

p3e
iθ1 − p4e

−iθ1

p3 + p4

 , (A10)

and
p1e

iθ1e−κNL − p2e
−iθ1eκNL

p1e
−κNL + p2e

κNL

p3e
iθ1eκNL − p4e

−iθ1e−κNL

p3e
κNL + p4e

−κNL

 =


c1e

iφ/2eiγe−κSL

c2e
iφ/2e−iγe−κSL

c1e
−κSL

c2e
−κSL

 ,

(A11)
so that the allowed energies can be computed similarly
as above. In the asymptotic limit κNL � 1, we obtain
closed form solutions

E = ±2
∆0∆ex

∆0 + ∆ex
e−κNL cos(φ/2), κN ≈ ∆ex/A

N
eff .

(A12)
This equation describes the hybridization of the MZMs
on across the TRS broken insulator in the supercon-
ductor/TRS broken insulator/superconductor Josephson
junction in the asymptotic limit where the MZMs are
weakly coupled.

The complete subgap energy spectrum can be obtained
by sweeping the energies E from−∆0 to +∆0 and numer-
ically finding the roots of determinants of the constraint
matrices (see Fig. 10).

0 2 3 40.1

0.0

0.1

E/
E 0

FIG. 10. Energy spectrum for ENG = 0.86E0, ∆0 = 0.1E0

and LN = 10d0 where the Majoranas appear at the interfaces
of the system. The green (red) lines are the solutions with
energy E > ∆ex (E < ∆exc). The solid black line shows the
analytic expression (A12).

5. Hybridization of the MZMs across the
superconducting region

In a similar way we can also compute the hybridization
of the MZMs on the opposite sides of a superconducting
island. In this case, we assume that the spatial profiles
of ∆ex(x) and ∆s(x) are

∆ex(x) =

 ∆ex x < 0
0 0 ≤ x ≤ L
∆ex x > L

(A13)

and

∆s(x) =

{
∆0 0 ≤ x ≤ L
0 elsewhere

. (A14)

In the asymptotic limit, the energies of the hybridized
MZMs are

E = ±2
∆0∆ex

∆0 + ∆ex
e−κSL, κS ≈ ∆0/A

S
eff . (A15)

Appendix B: Different approaches for calculating the
Josephson effect and the system size dependence

In this section, we briefly summarize the numerical ap-
proach for calculating the Josephson current-phase re-
lationship with the hybrid kernel polynomial method
(KPM) developed in Ref. 52. Moreover, we compare the
hybrid KPM results to the ones obtained using exact di-
agonalization of small systems and the effective edge the-
ory. Finally, we discuss the effects of system size on the
magnitudes of the 4π- and 2π-periodic Josephson effect.

1. Hybrid kernel polynomial method for calculation
of the supercurrent in a Josephson junction

Although we are interested in the supercurrent I at
low temperatures, it is convenient to express it as

I = Tr
[
Îf(ĤBdG)

]
, Î =

e

~
dĤBdG

dφ
, (B1)

where

f(ĤBdG) =
∑
k

f(Ek) |ψk〉 〈ψk| , (B2)

f(E) is the Fermi function and |ψk〉 are the eigenstates

of the ĤBdG with eigenenergies Ek. In the KPM method
ĤBdG needs to be scaled so that the spectrum {Ek} is
bounded to an interval (−1, 1) by choosing a suitable unit
of energy. Then, f(E) can be expanded as [58]

f(E) =

∞∑
m=0

αmTm(E), (B3)
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where the Chebyshev’s polynomials Tm(x) =
cos(m arccosx) form a complete basis in (−1, 1)
and they are orthogonal under the inner product

〈f · g〉 =

∫ 1

−1

f(x)g(x)

π
√

1− x2
dx, (B4)

so that the Chebyshev coefficients are given by αm =
〈f(E) · Tm(E)〉. Thus, f(ĤBdG) can be written as

f(ĤBdG) =

∞∑
m=0

αmTm(ĤBdG). (B5)

The series needs to be truncated to some order M , and in
order to ensure stable convergence the method of Ref. [52]
utilizes Jackson kernel [58]

Km =
M −m+ 1

M + 1
cos

πm

M + 1
+

1

M + 1

sin πm
M+1

tan π
M+1

(B6)

to modify the coefficients αm to α̃m = αmKm, so that

f̃(ĤBdG) =

M∑
m=0

α̃mTm(ĤBdG). (B7)

The number of Chebyshev moments M together with
the choice of the kernel sets the energy resolution of
the KPM approximation [52, 58]. The Fermi function
changes rapidly around the Fermi level, and therefore in
the hybrid KPM method [52] a small subset of states
k ∈ A close to the Fermi energy is calculated exactly
using sparse diagonalization method, so that

f(ĤBdG) ≈ f̃(ĤBdG) +
∑
k∈A

[
f(Ek)− f̃(Ek)

]
|ψk〉 〈ψk| .

(B8)
Thus the full expression for the total supercurrent is

〈Î〉 ≈
M∑
m=0

α̃m

{
Tr
[
ÎTm(Ĥ)

]
−
∑
k∈A

Tm(Ek) 〈ψk| Î |ψk〉
}

+
∑
k∈A

f(Ek) 〈ψk| Î |ψk〉 . (B9)

In the numerical calculations the superconducting phase
difference is introduced through a Peierls substitution so
that the expectation value of the current operator can be
computed across a cut in the normal region separating
the two superconductors [52]. Additionally we separate
the total supercurrent into the components arising from
the MZMs IM and the other Andreev levels. The first
one gives the 4π periodic contribution to the Josephson
current and the latter one is responsible for the 2π peri-
odic Josephson effect.

2. Comparison of the hybrid KPM method and
exact diagonalization

In the case of small systems we can compare the hybrid
KPM results to the supercurrent obtained using exact

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 11. (a) Current-phase relationship for LN = 10d0, W =
60d0, LS = 15d0, ∆0 = 0.1E0, ENG =: 0.7E0, 0.8E0, 0.9E0 and
ESG = 1.3E0. The solid lines show the current calculated using
hybrid kernel polynomial method and the circles show the
exact results for particular values of φ. Here, the number of
moments is M = 700 and the maximum number of computed
subgap states is K = 200. (b) Convergence of the subgap,
continuum and the total current with increasing M for K =
200 for φ = 2.69 and ENG = 0.8E0. (c) Same with increasing
K for M = 700.

diagonalization. For this purpose we consider the device
geometry shown in Fig. 3. We find that for sufficiently
large number of moments M = 700 and the maximum
number of computed subgap states K = 200 the hybrid
KPM results are in good agreement with the exact results
(see Fig. 11). In all our hybrid KPM calculations we have
used M ≥ 700 and K ≥ 200.
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3. Comparison of the hybrid KPM and the
effective edge theory results

(a)

(b)

FIG. 12. (a) The 4π-periodic supercurrent IM (φ) originating
from the MZMs. The low-energy effective theory (solid red
line) agrees well with the numerical results obtained from the
lattice model (dashed red line). The results are also in good
agreement with the analytical expression (black line) given by
Eq. (B10). (b) The 2π-periodic supercurrent IS(φ) originat-
ing from the rest of the states. The IS(φ) of the full lattice
model (dashed blue line) deviates significantly from the re-
sults of the low-energy effective edge theory (solid blue line)
because there exists many high-energy Andreev levels with
significant dispersion as a function of φ. The corresponding
energy spectra for the lattice model and continuum model are
shown in Figs. 4(b) and 10, respectively. The model parame-
ters are ENG = 0.86E0, LN = 10d0, W = 150d0, ESG = 1.3E0

and LS = 15d0 and ∆0 = 0.1E0.

We have also compared the hybrid KPM results to the
results obtained using the low-energy effective edge the-
ory. As can be seen in Fig. 12 the 4π-periodic component
IM (φ) originating from the MZMs is well captured by the
effective edge theory. In the asymptotic limit kNL � 1
we obtain from Eq. (A12)

IM (φ) = 2
e

~
∆0∆ex

∆0 + ∆ex
e−∆exLN/A

N
eff
P12 + P34

2
sin(φ/2).

(B10)
We find that this analytic expressions accurately de-
scribes the parametric dependencies of the 4π-periodic
current in the regime of weakly broken TRS. (In all fig-
ures we plot IM (φ) for P12 = 1 and P34 = 1.) On the
other hand, the low-energy effective edge theory strongly
underestimates the magnitude of the 2π-periodic compo-
nent, because in the full lattice model there exists more
Andreev levels with significant dispersion as a function
of φ than in the case of the effective edge theory.

(c)

(b)

(a)

FIG. 13. (a) The 4π-periodic supercurrent IM (φ) originating
from the MZMs (dashed, magnified by 10 times) and the 2π-
periodic current IS(φ) (solid) originating from the rest of the
states for LN = 10d0, W = 150d0 and LS =: 10, 15, 20d0.
The analytic approximation Eq. (B10) is shown with dashdot
black line. (b) Same for W = 150d0, LS = 15d0 and LN =:
5, 10, 15d0. (c) Same for LS = 15d0, LN = 10d0 and W =:
50, 100, 150d0 The other parameters are ∆0 = 0.1E0, ENG =
0.86E0 and ESG = 1.3E0.

4. System size dependence of the Josephson effects

We have also calculated the dependence of the 2π and
4π periodic Josephson effects on the system size (see
Fig. 13). We find that Ls does not affect the results
significantly as long as Ls > 10d0. As expected increas-
ing LN decreases both the 2π and 4π periodic Josephson
effects. On the other hand, decreasing W reduces the
magnitude of the 2π Josephson effect but it does not in-
fluence significantly the 4π periodic Josephson effect.

Appendix C: Fusion of Majorana zero modes

In the fusion setup shown in Fig. 8 the four MZMs,

described by the operators γi = γ†i (i = A,B,C,D) sat-
isfying {γi, γj} = 2δij , are related to fermonic operators

f†AB =
1

2
(γA + iγB), f†CD =

1

2
(γC + iγD). (C1)
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The occupation operators of these fermions are given by

N̂AB = f†ABfAB =
1− iγAγB

2
,

N̂CD = f†CDfCD =
1− iγCγD

2
. (C2)

In the case of even total parity, the two possible states of
the system are

|0AB , 0CD〉, |1AB , 1CD〉 = f†ABf
†
CD|0AB , 0CD〉 (C3)

satisfying

N̂AB |NABNCD〉 = NAB |NABNCD〉,
N̂CD|NABNCD〉 = NCD|NABNCD〉. (C4)

Alternatively, we can form the fermion operators, number
operators and states as

f†AD =
1

2
(γA + iγD), f†BC =

1

2
(γB + iγC), (C5)

N̂AD = f†ADfAD =
1− iγAγD

2
,

N̂BC = f†BCfBC =
1− iγBγC

2
(C6)

and

|0AD, 0BC〉, |1AD, 1BC〉 = f†ADf
†
BC |0AD, 0BC〉. (C7)

The two sets of fermionic operators are related as

f†AD =
1

2
(fAB + f†AB − fCD + f†CD),

f†BC =
i

2
(fAB − f†AB + fCD + f†CD). (C8)

Thus, by straightforward algebra we find that the basis
states are related as

|0AD0BC〉 =
1√
2

(
|0AB0CD〉+ |1AB1CD〉

)
,

|1AD1BC〉 =
i√
2

(
|1AB1CD〉 − |0AB0CD〉

)
. (C9)

The important consequence of this simple algebra is that
if one initializes the system into a state with well-defined
fermion numbers NAD and NBC , and then measures the
fermion number NAB (or NCD), the outcome will be 0
and 1 with equal probabilities. This is a manifestation of
the fusion rule of the MZMs

σ × σ = I + ψ, (C10)

which states that the MZMs can coalesce into identity I
or a fermion ψ.
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